
                                                                                             

        

Save-the-date 
 

The EU as a global player – blocked between a sense of urgency and the 
need for unity? 

 
09 October 2019 

12h30 – 15h00 (Registration as of 12h00) 
 

Venue:  
EKD Office Brussels 

Rue Joseph II 166, 1000 Brussels 
 
 

 
United in diversity is the motto of the European Union. But the tension between maintaining the 
unity among EU Member States at one hand and the aim for progress and even more ambition in 
the European Foreign, Security and Defence Policy becomes more and more obvious: In Foreign 
Affairs the EU pursues a policy of the smallest common denominator of EU Member States´ 
interests. Discussions to overcome this by the abolition of unanimity in the Council are still on the 
political agenda but real progress is not in sight. PESCO, praised as a milestone, was considered 
overly inclusive by the French government and was rapidly supplemented by the more ambitious 
French-led European Intervention Initiative. While some complain that the European Defence 
Fund (EDF) is too light weighted to have a real impact, others condemn the fund as an expression 
of the “militarisation of the EU”. And there are other issues: As pointed out by the report of the 
French Senate from July 2019, the questions of divergent and diametrically opposed views on arms 
export and their control among EU partners remain untouched by the EDF.  
 
During the last months alone, the EU had to cope with the US trade war, the slow collapse of the 
Nuclear Deal with the Iran and the end of the INF Treaty. The need for an effective European 
Foreign and Security Policy is evident and there is a sense of urgency. Thus, Charles Michel, the 
designated President of the European Council, said that the EU must „act bold and confidently“ 
to defend its interest and values and should play a leading role on global stage. But how to be 
progressive without being exclusive? How to deal with different approaches, strategic cultures and 
the highly divergent interests of the Member States? Will the different initiatives within and outside 
the EU forge a new dynamic or split the energy without any result?  
 
 
With the new European Parliament, the incoming European Commission including a new DG for 
Defence Industry and Space, a new High Representative and President of the European Council it 



                                                                                             

is a pivotal moment to discuss these challenges and possible solutions ahead for the next legislative 
period with the following experts, inter alia: 
 
 Matthias DEMBINSKI, Senior Researcher, Peace Research Institute Frankfurt (PRIF) 
 Sven MIKSER, Member of the European Parliament, the Foreign Affairs Committee 

(AFET) and Security and Defence Committee (SEDE) (S&D) 
 Ursula SCHRÖDER, Editor in chief of the Peace Report 2019, Director, Institute for Peace 

Research and Security Policy (IFSH) at the University of Hamburg 
 Dirck ACKERMANN, Senior Military Superintendent, Chief of the theological policy 

branch, Office of the Protestant Church for the German Bundeswehr  
 
The Peace Report is the joint yearly publication of the four leading Institutes of Peace and Conflict 
Research in Germany, focusing this year on “the crisis of global institutions and treaties“. Against 
the background of this crisis, the authors of the Peace Report argue that while protecting existing 
rules and institutions, new rules, processes and partnerships for securing peace must be promoted 
as challenges change.  
 
The conference will be held in English. There will be no interpretation.  
 
An invitation including the programme will be sent out shortly. You can already register here: 
https://www.fes-europe.eu/events/event-registration/  
 

With kind regards, 
 
 
EU Office 
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung 
Rue du Taciturne 38 
1000 Brussels 
Tel.: 02 234 62 80 
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Protestant Church in Germany (EKD) 
Rue Joseph II 166 
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Tel.: 02 230 16 39 
 

 


